WRITE A LETTER TO SANTA APP
Hello, friend, and welcome to my online mailroom where you can send me a special message! Just fill in your name,
your parents' email and what you'd like to .

Their eyes were wide open in disbelief and awe. It already comes up to our waists, so I wear the same warm
woollen hat I got when I was a boy, probably the same age as you are now. I take notes all through the year,
and I appreciate it when you work hard. I opened it and the dust politely returned to it in the blink of an eye.
All I know is he can entertain us with his stories for hours, even if we have heard them before. I hope you like
it! You have plenty coming your way, free of charge. He's too busy replying to children's Christmas wishes to
wear a dress! Please try better to be tidy, help your parents, and be kind to others. We are all very pleased with
you. Your friends are wonderful people. Claus receive with others. One of our elves mentioned your name so
many times that it sounds like they must be preparing something very special for you! Third, you turn over a
new leaf and become the washing up king! You might try talking to them without glancing at your phone
every minute. But, they eat a lot more than you think. I recently received a list from your boss of all your
achievements at work. My heart gets warmer every time I bring happiness to children by giving them presents.
We were happy to hear from your parents that you had a big smile on your face when you opened them. We
returned home just before the sun set and the sky went dark, and by then I knew that this year's journey would
go well. I don't know if it gets deleted or something and if it is not they can Probably search you up. I always
found that it is better to have one good friend, than ten bad ones. I wanted to tell you how much work it is to
put on Christmas. I bet you have already found that out for yourself. Follow my advice and remember: school
is important so make sure you get enough sleep. I trust that you are wearing your hat and gloves already, just
like me. Those who recovered themselves even replied to me in the same manner, which really made Rudolph
laugh. Well, in my opinion my trusty old sleigh is still working perfectly well, both on snow and in the air, so
we will not be replacing it anytime soon. The ball always landed on the roof of our stable.

